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Introduction
Today’s customers demand reliable products. Obviously,
such demands must be reflected in the product specification
and requirements. Then the equipment suppliers must design
products to perform reliably and also be capable of being
maintained throughout the required product life. The suppliers must also provide evidence that their products will meet
the reliability and maintainability (R&M) requirements.
Recent thinking within the R&M community has led to a
move away from the specification of a set of prescriptive
methods that the supplier must undertake to a more cooperative approach.
Historically R&M methods have depended upon the availability of field data, experiential information, or learning
through extensive and time consuming tests. Experience has
shown that conformity to standards alone is insufficient justification for the reliability argument of the system – additional evidence is needed. This new approach known as
“R&M Case,” requires the progressive exchange of information between the customer and the supplier in order to provide assurance that the product will meet the R&M requirements. Specifically the supplier must satisfy three objectives:
• Ascertain customer requirements

• Meet customer requirements
• Provide assurance that the customer requirements have
been met
The primary advocate of the use of R&M case is the British
Ministry of Defense (MOD) in the promulgation of Defense
Standard 00-42 Part 3 (Reference 1). Indeed, the second
half of this START sheet is based primarily on that document. However, this “case” concept is also being adopted in
the software reliability community (Reference 2), especially
as it relates to Safety (Reference 3) and Supportability. It has
some parallels with but is not identical to the “safety case”
used in the nuclear industry. This “case” approach is documented in the release of some key new Society of
Automotive Engineers (SAE) documents (References 4, 5, 6,
7, and 8). The concept of R&M Case now merits consideration for both military and commercial hardware and could be
considered as a key criterion for product selection.

The Basic Concept
Under this new cooperative rather than prescriptive
approach, the management of R&M is built around two key
components: the R&M Plan and the R&M Case.
• The R&M Plan takes a forward view, it describes the
activities together with any applicable success criterion
that are to be undertaken to demonstrate that the R&M
objectives have been achieved.
• The R&M Case provides a retrospective view e.g., a justification of the approach and documents evidence,
throughout the project, which verifies that the system
meets its R&M requirements. This includes evidence
that the R&M requirements are achievable and are properly understood by the developing organization.
The R&M Plan and R&M Case may be seen as having variable purposes depending on whether they are used as contractual, developmental, or support mechanisms. In the contractual context, the plan and case can be used as formal
deliverables to be jointly defined and approved between a
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customer and supplier. The Plan and Case can contribute to any
prospective development and may be requested during contract
negotiations. In a developmental context, the Plan and Case may
serve the internal needs of a development organization in meeting R&M objectives. Finally, for organizations involved in providing post-delivery support, the R&M Plan and R&M Case may
be used to establish or validate cost and efficiency objectives.
The R&M Plan is the means through which activities and
progress in satisfying customer R&M requirements are monitored and controlled. The plan provides clear traceability to
original customer R&M requirements, and also shows activities
together with any applicable success criterion relating to the generation of the associated R&M Case. The plan should be traceable to the broader planning activity for both system support and
the acquisition/delivery arrangements for the overall fielded system. The plan should also be integrated appropriately with relevant system development and quality planning. The plan should
be mutually agreed upon by the customer and the supplier before
implementation, and subjected to appropriate management
reviews during its period of use.
The core concept of the R&M Case is that this is the means by
which suppliers can demonstrate that customer R&M requirements have been achieved for a particular product. An R&M
Case should be a readable overview of the evidence, including
references to more detailed evidence as appropriate, to support
requirements satisfaction. Various types of information are possible. A Case document may be used both for the acceptance or
assurance of new products and for substantiating R&M claims to
potential new customers of proposed and existing products.
An R&M Case is compiled as design and development decisions
are made. The approach to be applied for a particular product
should be defined at the outset of planning, and implemented
across the life-cycle through a suitable activity schedule.
Types of Evidence – An R&M Case may be based on a variety
of types of evidence, but they must be within the bounds of the
stated assumptions. The method used in a particular instance
may be chosen at the supplier’s discretion, as appropriate to the
nature of each requirement addressed. Suitable approaches are
described as follows. These may be used in isolation, but more
typically they will be used in combination to provide a more
robust Case.
• Quantitative Evidence uses defined methods of analysis to
generate metrics that demonstrate the required (or desirable)
R&M features in the target product. This type of evidence
also includes the results of any testing or demonstrations
conducted as part of an R&M program.
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• Qualitative Evidence focuses on the processes used for
development and support of the system. It seeks to assure
satisfaction of R&M requirements by inference, based on
the demonstrable quality, maturity, and integrity of the
underlying engineering and management processes.
• Historical or Comparative Evidence could be relevant for
systems already in use and supported for other customers.
Comparative evidence could be relevant for a system which
is a variant of an existing product, or is similar to an existing product produced by the same supplier. The information
provided might include both quantitative and qualitative
aspects of the product and the associated support services.
Maintenance of the R&M Case – In general, the rationale for
generating an R&M Case during development will apply similarly to maintenance of the case during later phases. The Case
will provide the basis for assurance that the original R&M
requirements continue to be met in the face of ongoing evolution
and change to the system.
The R&M Plan and the R&M Case may be required as deliverables contracted between a supplier and customer. The Plan provides a forward view of intended processes and the Case looks
back at decisions made. Therefore both of these key artifacts are
created in the early stages of a project and it is to be expected
that not only a Plan, but also a Case should form part of any proposal in order to justify design and process decisions upon which
the proposal is based. The Case continues to be developed
throughout a project and provides visibility of progress.
Iterations of the Case may be linked to project and payment
milestones. Where deliverables of one phase are used as discriminators for future contract awards, care should be taken to
distinguish between acceptance of deliverables from one phase
and claims about future intentions.

Building an R&M Assurance Case (Reference 9)
An assurance case is an argument that assures some set of facts.
The concept is used widely in the safety industry, especially in
Europe where it forms the basis of a large number of safety regulations. Any case-based argument must be based on the general principles of argument. “An argument is a connected series of
statements intended to establish a definite proposition”. The
statements used in the argument are generally statements about
evidence that support the proposition (or claim) that the argument is attempting to put across. These statements can take a
number of forms depending on the available evidence and the
type of proposition being made. The statements in the argument
take evidence and draw an inference from it and it is the pulling
together of these inferences into an overall argument that support
the proposition. Hence we have a simple model of “argument” as
shown in Figure 1.

The R&M Case is used throughout the procurement chain from
prime contractor down to individual subcontractors and suppliers to provide live documentation that progresses and records
achievements in an evidence framework set against the target
R&M measures.

Proposition
Inference
Inference

Inference
Evidence

Inference
Evidence

Inference
Evidence

Figure 1. Argument Model as Used in an R&M Case

The R&M Case provides an audit trail of the engineering considerations starting with the requirements and continuing
through to evidence of compliance. It provides traceability of
why certain activities have been undertaken and how they can be
judged as successful. It is initiated at the concept stage in accordance with the R&M Plan, and is revised progressively throughout the system life cycle. Typically it is summarized in R&M
Case Reports at predefined milestones.

There are actually three types of inferences or arguments: a)
Deterministic – arguments based upon axioms, proofs, logic, or
prior research and experience, b) Probabilistic – arguments
based upon failure rates, static analysis, and/or assumptions
about independence, and c) Qualitative – arguments based on
compliance with standards and industry practices.

The Development of Claims

To be satisfied R&M requirements must first be fully understood
and a suitable strategy with defined Project Management tasks
developed (the R&M Plan). This strategy should include identifying R&M risk areas and considering how these risks will be
managed. R&M activities are then undertaken in order to generate evidence. Hence it is comparable in many ways to building a legal case.

In practice, the collation of all this documentation is likely to
become unmanageable, particularly where there are many and
diverse sources of evidence. Thus the R&M Case is typically
derived from R&M Case Reports. These reports in turn then
refer out to source evidence as illustrated in Figure 3.

It is essential that the activity results (i.e., the evidence) be
reviewed progressively against their defined “success criteria”,
and also assessed in terms of meeting the ultimate target R&M
measures. The strategy must be flexible in its approach to providing progressive R&M assurance, in that the results of R&M
activities should be reviewed against the R&M requirements and
the R&M Plan modified as necessary.
The R&M Case is a progressively expanding body of evidence.
Starting with the initial statement of the requirements, the “R&M
Case” also includes identified, perceived, and actual risks; strategies and an Evidence Framework referring to associated and
supporting information; including R&M evidence and data from
design activities; trials, etc.; through to in-service and field data
as appropriate. It also records any subsequent changes. It thus
becomes a top-level control document, summarized periodically
through the issue of R&M Case Reports linked to the Evidence
Framework. It records progress and remains with the equipment/system throughout its life.

Figure 2 (taken from MOD Defense Standard 00-42 Part 3)
(Reference 1) illustrates the concept of building and arguing
claims in an R&M Case using evidence sources. It shows that
the reasoned arguments in an R&M Case can combine different
types of evidence and also build on assumptions.

The input to the R&M Case from an activity includes:
• Objective and Success Criteria (What the activity plans to
achieve, and defines when the activity has been successful.)
• Outputs (These are the outputs from the activity.)
• Assumptions (Upon which the activity is based.)
• Evidence (How the outputs substantiate the claims in the
R&M Case Report.)
• Development and Maintenance of Evidence (How will the
results of the activity be maintained to reflect the latest
design.)

R&M Case (Status) Reports
The R&M Case (Status) Report provides evidence at a specific
stage within the R&M Case Evidence Framework. The reports
present an argued claim, based on evidence and assumptions that
the system will satisfy the R&M requirements. The report is not
expected to contain all the evidence produced for at that stage,
but it will summarize and act as a ‘signpost’, indicating where
the detailed evidence can be found.
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Figure 2. The Development of Claims
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Figure 3. The Concept of the R&M Case
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Each R&M Case (Status) Report lists and cross references the
parent requirements in the Evidence Framework, against which
the evidence is to be judged, and is traceable to the original
Customer’s requirement. The body of evidence traces the history of reviews and updates of the R&M design philosophy, targets, strategy and plan, which keep these in line with the changing status of the original risks, as well as any new/emerging
risks. The status of the R&M assumptions, evidence, arguments,
claims, and residual risks is then summarized and discussed.
The case report should provide a balanced review of the body of
evidence in terms of its completeness, timeliness, and acceptability with regard to the criteria contained in the Evidence
Framework. Conclusions are drawn with regard to the status of
the progressive assurance and the activities necessary to mitigate
the residual risks. Recommendations are based on current shortfalls in the evidence available and proposed changes, as appropriate, to the R&M design philosophy, targets, strategy, and plan
in order to maximize the progress towards assuring that the system will satisfy each of the R&M Requirements.

The Evidence Framework
The R&M Evidence Framework is a matrix of the R&M risks,
requirements for evidence to mitigate the risks, activities necessary to obtain the required evidence, the evidence acceptance criteria, references to the evidence actually provided and confirmation of its acceptance (or rejection). Thus the R&M Case provides traceability of the process throughout the life of the system. Both the Customer’s and Supplier’s risks need to be
addressed.
The Evidence Framework captures the current set of mitigation
activities (including their success criteria) to address the R&M
risks. Typically it is presented in the form of a matrix. The number, content, objectives, and timescales of the R&M Case
(Status) Reports are determined and prescribed by the Evidence
Framework. Initial work starts with the R&M Strategy & Plan
and is updated throughout the project. Each R&M Case (Status)
Report reflects the latest state of the Evidence Framework as
shown in Figure 4. This element of the R&M Case contains
details of the initial (justified) requirement and reasons for
implementing the proposed solution.

Analysis of
Requirements

Identify R&M Risks

Identify risk
mitigations

R&M Plan

R&M
Strategy

Translate into activities

Review and Evaluation

Evidence Framework
(A matrix of activities, success criteria,
timescales, & reports)

Figure 4. Establishing and Developing the Evidence Framework
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The objective of developing a strategy is to provide confidence
to both the Supplier and the Customer that the risk of failing to
meet the R&M requirements has been minimized, before they
commit resources to the program.
In every project there will be some potential for shortfalls in
R&M performance. The recognition of these R&M risks should
thus prompt the selection of a program of specific R&M
Activities as well as the core design proving activities, which can
mitigate these risks. The objective is to build up a body of evidence, which provides assurance that the R&M requirements are
being achieved.
The risks of not achieving the R&M requirements is evaluated at
each step and is managed by the application and practice of risk
management. This typically involves “scoring” of each risk in
accordance with a set of criteria which were defined at the start
of the project. The risk management process commences at the
bidding stage and continues throughout the development, manufacture and in-service stages. Thus it is an active process, which
reacts to changing levels of risk, and the emergence of new risks
as the project progresses.
There are occasions when the selection of a different design
option, technology insertion or mid-life improvement will render
a proportion of the previously collected evidence obsolete, thus
fresh evidence will need to be generated. Also, there will be
some periods when no evidence is being provided, e.g., during
testing, prior to the release of the test results.
The adequacy of evidence is primarily a function of its practical
impact on the reduction of R&M risks, i.e., progressive assurance. Some principal criteria for assessing the adequacy of evidence are:
• Is the evidence, as a whole, clearly derived from a closed
loop R&M Risk Reduction process such as shown in Figure
5?
• Is the origin of any specific item of evidence unambiguously linked to specific R&M Practice(s) and/or Control
process(es)?
• Are the links between any specific item of evidence and the
R&M Risk Register, Strategy, and R&M Plan clearly
shown?
• Is the status of each item of evidence readily identified in
the Evidence Framework in terms of its relevance, completeness, accuracy, and how it has been used to influence
the system and reduce risk?
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Summary
The R&M Case approach represents a cooperative approach in
stark contrast to the historic R&M prescriptive approach, heavily reliant upon the use of “hard-line standards”. An R&M Case
is closely linked with the R&M Plan and is the sum total of all
the R&M evidence that is generated by the engineering design
activities, trials and testing, and in-service or field data.
To meet the R&M requirements, the R&M Case, in conjunction
with the R&M Plan, provides the evidence by which the following objectives are demonstrated:
• The R&M requirements of the customer are determined and
demonstrated to be understood by both the customer and the
supplier.
• Strategies are developed in the R&M Plan resulting in a program of R&M activities together with applicable success
criterion, which demonstrate that their implementation will
satisfy the R&M requirements.
• The customer is provided with progressive assurance that
the R&M requirements will be satisfied.
• The R&M Risks and management strategy are clearly identified in meeting the R&M requirements.
• The creation of R&M Case (Status) Reports which record
how the R&M requirements are met through all stages of
procurement through to in-service operation.
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